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Given the rate and prevalence of forest fragmentation and forest edge creation, little is 
known concerning their impacts on wildlife population demography. To date, most 
investigations of the response of mammals to forest fragmentation have focused on 
abundance, without considering how survival, reproductive, or movement rates may 
change. Because abundance may be a poor indicator of habitat quality, it is imperative 
we leam how fragmentation and edges impact the demographic vital rates that are the 
primary controls on population dynamics.
Herein, I examine the response of small mammals to forest fragmentation and forest 
edges. Specifically, I compare Columbian mouse {Peromyscus keeni oreas) and southern 
red-backed vole (Clethrionomys gapperi) abundance, survival, and movement among 
forest interior, forest edge, and clearcut habitats on the west side of Washington’s 
Olympic Peninsula. I employ capture-mark-recapture techniques at multiple trapping 
sites over two summers. When sample sizes allow, information-theoretic modeling 
approaches are used to estimate vital rates and their precision, and to test hypotheses 
concerning responses to forest fragmentation and forest edges.
On the west side of the Olympic Peninsula the Columbian mouse is not sensitive to 
forest fragmentation or forest edges. Neither abundance, nor survival, nor movement 
rates were consistently altered in clearcuts or forest edges relative to mature forest 
interior. These results from areas of allopatry with the deer mouse {Peromyscus 
maniculatus) differ from those in areas of sympatry, where Columbian mouse abundance 
is reduced in clearcuts.
Whereas many studies have found red-backed voles respond negatively to forest 
fragmentation, I observed a consistent positive numerical response. Southern red-backed 
vole abundance was greatest at the forest edge in both years and at all trapping sites. 
Survival rates did not differ among habitats, thus although the forest edge supports more 
individuals than clearcuts and the forest interior, voles there do not have an increased 
probability of survival.
The uniqueness of the results for both species suggests potential scale dependent 
responses, forest biome dependent responses, and/or species dependent responses, and 
emphasizes the need for caution when making generalizations concerning the universality 
of the response of a species to habitat modification.
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Understanding the Demographic Response to Forest Fragmentation: 
an Introduction
Worldwide, forests are being modified through a variety of human activities 
including timber harvesting, mineral extraction, road construction, and agriculture. In the 
Pacific Northwest of the United States, it is estimated that only approximately 15 % of 
the original area of old growth forest remains (Booth 1991). In addition to the drastic 
reduction in the overall amount of forested habitat, the remaining forests are highly 
firagmented, occurring in small, insulated patches with a large proportion of edge habitat. 
Changes in abiotic conditions, such as increased light intensity, stronger winds, and more 
extreme fluctuations in temperature and moisture, occur at forest edges (Geiger 1965, 
Raynor 1971, Chen et al. 1995). These abiotic modifications, and associated biotic 
changes, have been shown to influence the abundance of plants (Chen et al. 1992, 1995, 
Fraver 1994, Laurance et al. 1997), birds (reviewed in Andren and Angelstam 1988, 
Paton 1994), and mammals (Walters 1991, Mills 1995, 1996, Hayward et al. 1999, 
Lidicker 1999), causing increases in some species, and decreases in others.
While numerical responses to forest firagmentation and forest edges have been 
observed for some species, few studies have examined the underlying demographic 
parameters that may be driving the observed patterns in abundance. Because abundance 
may be a poor indicator of habitat quality (Van Home 1983, Hagan 1996, Jules 1998), it 
is imperative that we leam how fi*agmentation and edges impact the survival, 
reproduction, and movement rates that are the primary controls on population dynamics. 
Observed differences in abundance associated with forest fi-agments or forest edges could
be due to two very different mechanisms. Survival, recruitment, or movement rates could 
differ among habitats, or alternatively these vital rates may be equal among habitats, 
suggesting that the observed differences in abundance are simply due to differences in 
carrying capacity. These different scenarios have vastly different implications. If vital 
rates differ among habitats there exists the potential for source/sink dynamics.
Source/sink dynamics predict a net outflow of individuals from the areas of high 
population growth (“the source”) into areas of reduced population growth (the “sink”) 
(reviewed in Dias 1996). Under this scenario areas with reduced population growth rates 
have a negative impact on areas with greater rates of growth. By contrast, if forest -
fragmentation and forest edges do not cause differences in survival, recruitment, or 
movement, these habitats do not negatively impact one another even if they do differ in i 
carrying capacity.
To understand the implications of changes in vital rates, and to know where to 
focus research and management efforts, it is important to determine which vital rates are 
likely to have the greatest effects on population growth rates. Sensitivity analysis, 
including both simulation-based approaches and analytical elasticity analysis, enables the 
identification of the vital rates of great effect (de Kroon et al. 1986, Caswell 1989,
Wisdom et al. 2000, Mills and Lindberg, in press). Whether a population increases or ' 
decreases in size due to forest fragmentation can be most efficiently evaluated by 
assessing changes in vital rates that have the largest impact on population growth rate.
To accurately estimate demographic vital rates, it is necessary to follow 
individuals over time. Using the data sets thus acquired, new information-theoretic 
approaches have been developed that enable the estimation of vital rates within a
modeling framework (Lebreton et al. 1992, Burnham and Anderson 1998, White and 
Burnham 1999). Following an information-theoretic approach, the researcher first 
specifies a set of candidate models that include biologically realistic sources of variation 
in the vital rates of interest. Next an information criterion, such as Akaike’s Information 
Criterion (AIC), is used to quantitatively rank the fit of the models to the data. This 
model selection procedure accomplishes two important tasks. First, by identifying the 
candidate models most consistent with the data, the selection process tests biological 
hypotheses. Second, because only the sources of variation justified by the data are 
included in the best approximating models, the most meaningful and unbiased parameter 
estimates are obtained (Lebreton et al. 1992, Burnham and Anderson 1998).
Herein, I use the aforementioned approaches to examine the response of small 
mammals to forest fragmentation and forest edges. Specifically, I compare Columbian 
mouse (Peromyscus keeni oreas) and southern red-backed vole (Clethrionomys gapperi) 
abundance, survival, and movement among forest interior, forest edge, and clearcut 
habitats on the west side of Washington’s Olympic Peninsula. I used the Olympic 
Peninsula as a study site because the large scale logging outside Olympic National Park 
provided ideal conditions to test for effects of fragmentation, and because the Park 
indicated interest in our evaluation of potential impacts. While the numerical response of 
these species to clearcuts has received some attention, no studies have rigorously 
addressed how survival and movement rates may changes with respect to forest 
fragmentation and forest edge. Estimates of survival and movement rates are necessary 
to test for the presence of source/sink dynamics. In addition, although population 
dynamics are ultimately determined by a composite of survival, reproduction, and
movement rates, sensitivity analyses for small mammals (deer mice: Citta et al. (in prep.); 
southern red-backed voles (Chapter 2)) indicate that adult female survival has the greatest 
effect on population growth rate, thereby emphasizing the importance of estimating the 
effects of fragmentation on survival.
I employ capture-mark-recapture techniques at multiple trapping sites over two 
summers. The trapping schedule follows the robust design (Pollock et al. 1990), thereby 
enabling the use of closed population models to estimate population size, and open 
population models to estimate survival and movement rates. When sample sizes allow, 
information-theoretic approaches are used not only to yield estimates of vital rates and 
their precision, but also to test biological hypotheses concerning responses to 
fragmentation and edges.
Understanding the demographic response of small mammals to forest 
fragmentation is critical because these species play many important, yet often 
unappreciated, roles in forest ecosystem dynamics. They are an important vector for the 
dispersal of mycorrhizal spores (Maser et al. 1978, Johnson 1996), a consumer of insects, 
plants, and seeds (Buckner 1966, Elkinton et al. 1996, Manson et al. 1999, Tallmon et al. 
in review), and prey for raptors and other mammals (Carey et al. 1992, Martin 1994). 
Changes in small mammal communities associated with forest fragmentation and forest 
edges could have cascading effects on forest ecosystems as a whole.
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The Effects of Forest Fragmentation and Forest Edge on 
Columbian Mouse Demography
Abstract. We employed mark-recapture and information theoretic approaches to examine 
the effects of forest fragmentation and forest edge on Columbian mouse {Peromyscus 
keeni oreas) population dynamics. Information theoretic techniques enabled a 
quantitative ranking of the fit of different models to the data, and provided estimates of 
abundance, survival, and movement in mature forest interior, forest edge, and clearcut 
habitats. The patterns of Columbian mouse abundance we observed in areas of allopatry 
with the deer mouse are often inconsistent with those observed by others in areas of 
sympatry. When the deer mouse is absent, Columbian mouse abundance is not 
consistently reduced in clearcuts relative to mature forests. Survival rates did vary 
among forest interior, forest edge, and clearcuts both in 1997 and 1998, but the patterns 
were different between years. In 1997 survival rates in the forest interior and edge were 
similar and less than survival rates in clearcuts. In 1998 the pattern was reversed.
Survival rates in the forest interior were greater than forest edge and clearcut survival 
rates. The observed movement patterns and rates indicate source/sink dynamics were not 
operating. Neither the abundance nor the survival results suggest strong edge effects for 
this species. On the west side of the Olympic Peninsula, in an area of allopatry with the 
deer mouse, Columbian mice do not appear to be sensitive to forest fragmentation or 
forest edges. Neither abundance, nor survival, nor movement rates were consistently 
altered in clearcuts or forest edges relative to undisturbed, mature forest interior. 
Modeling results indicated temporal variation in capture and recapture probability, and
10
thereby emphasize the importance of using estimators of demographic parameters rather 
than indices which assume a temporally and spatially constant detection probability, and 
therefore may yield biased results.
INTRODUCTION
Forest fragmentation, the process by which large contiguous areas of forest are 
made smaller and broken into multiple pieces, has occurred worldwide and continues to 
occur at an ever-increasing rate. Associated with this increase in forest fragmentation is a 
commensurate increase in the amount of forest edge. Biologists have recognized the 
magnitude of these issues and have devoted much effort to the study of forest 
fragmentation (Nupp and Swihart 1998, Von Trebra et al. 1998, Sullivan et al. 1999) and 
forest edges (Fagan et al. 1999, Lidicker 1999, Manson et al. 1999), yet we still know 
precious little concerning the impacts of forest fragmentation on plants and animals.
Most forest fragmentation studies to date have only examined the numerical 
response, without estimating potential impacts on the demographic rates that are driving 
the observed patterns in abundance. It is imperative that we leam how fragmentation and 
edges impact the survival, reproduction, and movement rates that are the primary controls 
on population dynamics, because abundance alone may be a poor indicator of habitat 
quality (Van Home 1983). For instance, following timber harvesting Hagan (1996) 
observed that ovenbird density increased on nearby forest remnants, but pairing success 
and the percentage of territories that possessed nests were lower than in large forest 
tracts. Similarly, Jules (1998) and Jules and Rathcke (1999) observed that although
11
mature trillium are present near the edges of forest fragments, young plants were rarely 
found, indicating that since the harvest events recruitment into the trillium populations at 
forest fragment edges has essentially been zero. In these examples examination of 
abundance alone would have led to erroneous conclusions concerning the effects of forest 
fragmentation on these species.
Differences in abundance among forests, forest edges, and harvested areas could 
be due to two very different mechanisms. First, survival or recruitment may vary among 
these habitats. Alternatively, habitats may have similar survival and recruitment rates, 
suggesting that the observed differences in abundance are simply due to differences in 
carrying capacity. The implications of these two different scenarios differ greatly. If 
survival rates do differ among habitats there exists the potential for source/sink dynamics. 
Source/sink dynamics predict a net outflow of individuals from the areas of high 
population growth (the “source”) into areas of reduced population growth (the 
“sink”)(reviewed in Dias 1996). Therefore areas with reduced population growth rates 
have a negative impact on areas with greater rates of population growth. By contrast, if 
survival and movement rates do not differ among habitats, the habitats do not negatively 
impact one another even if they differ in carrying capacity. Demographically meaningful 
predictions of how populations change in fragmented ecosystems requires knowledge of 
the changes in abundance survival, reproduction, and movement with respect to 
fragmentation.
Small mammals are important in forest ecosystem dynamics because they are a 
prey item of furbearers and raptors (Carey et al. 1992, Martin 1994), a vector for the 
dispersal of mycorrhizal spores (Maser et al. 1978, Johnson 1996), and a consumer of
12
insects (Buckner 1966, Elkinton et al. 1996), plants (Manson et al. 1999), and seeds 
(Tallmon et al., in review). Many studies have compared small mammal abundance in 
forested and harvested areas. The deer mouse {Peromyscus maniculatus), the most 
common species of Peromyscus mouse in North America, tends to exhibit a positive 
numerical response to timber harvesting. Deer mice are often the most abundant small 
mammal in both burned and unbumed clearcuts, in fact abundance in clearcuts often 
exceeds that in unharvested areas (Sullivan 1979, Ramirez and Homocker 1981, Gunther 
et al. 1983, Martell 1983a, b, Walters 1991, Mills 1996, Songer et al. 1997, Sullivan et al. 
1999, Tallmon et al., in review).
Less information is available concerning the response of another Peromyscus 
species, the Columbian mouse {P. keeni oreas) to harvested areas. Carey and Johnson 
(1995) and Taylor (1999) found that Columbian mice were more abundant in old growth 
forests than in second growth stands. On the east side of the Olympic Peninsula and in 
the Cascades Mountain Range in Western Washington, two areas where the Columbian 
mouse occurs in sympatry with the deer mouse (P. maniculatus austerus), Columbian 
mouse abundance is greatest in old-growth forest, while the deer mouse is most abundant 
in clearcuts (Songer et al. 1997, West 1997). Unlike the deer mouse, which is more 
abundant in clearcut areas, these studies suggest that Columbian mouse abundance is 
reduced in harvested areas relative to unharvested. On the west side of the Olympic 
Peninsula, where our study was conducted, the deer mouse is uncommon (Gunn and 
Greenbaum 1986).
Herein we examine patterns of Columbian mouse abundance, survival, and 
movement in mature forests, forest edges, and clearcuts on the west side of Washington’s
13
Olympic Peninsula. One objective of this investigation was to determine if the patterns 
in Columbian mouse abundance observed in areas of sympatry with the deer mouse are 
the same when the deer mouse is absent.
A second objective is to investigate whether forest edges lead to changes in 
population dynamics. Some mammals exhibit a positive numerical response, and others a 
negative numerical response, to forest edges (Walters 1991, Laurance 1994, Mills 1995, 
Sekgororoane and Dilworth 1995, Mills 1996, Lidicker 1999). A few studies have 
examined the response of the deer mouse to forest edges, and their results are somewhat 
conflicting. Sekgororoane and Dilworth (1995) and Mills (1996) observed that deer 
mouse abundance was greater at the forest/clearcut edge than in the forest interior, while 
Walters (1991) reported no significant difference in mouse abundance between these 
habitat types. Prior to this project the response of the Columbian mouse to forest/clearcut 
edges had not been examined. Given that other studies had observed a decrease in 
Columbian mouse abundance in clearcuts relative to undisturbed forests (Songer et al. 
1997, West 1997), we expected this species would respond negatively to forest/clearcut 
edges.
While the numerical response in small mammal abundance to harvested areas has 
been investigated, few studies have addressed how small mammal survival or movement 
rates may change with respect to forest fragmentation (but see Tallmon et al., in review). 
Without estimates of survival and movement rates, testing for source/sink dynamics is 
impossible. Although population dynamics are ultimately determined by a composite of 
reproduction and survival rates, sensitivity analyses for small mammals (deer mice: Citta 
et al. (in prep.); southern red-backed voles: Lair and Mills (chapter 2)) indicate that adult
14
female survival has the greatest effect on population growth rate, emphasizing the 
importance of estimating the effects of fragmentation on survival.
We use novel approaches in capture-mark-recapture analysis to quantify 
numerical responses, survival rates, and movement rates of Columbian mice in mature 
forests, forest edges, and clearcuts. This allows us to complement previous studies on 
numerical changes, but importantly also allows us to ask the critical ecological question 
of most concern in evaluating conservation implications: Does forest fragmentation lead 
to changes in the population dynamics of a native species.
METHODS 
Study Sites
On the west side of the Olympic Peninsula, southeast of Forks, WA, trapping 
grids were established at sites where large, unbumed, 5 to 10 year old clearcuts were 
adjacent to undisturbed old-growth stands. In 1997 two such areas (the Willoughby and 
Queets sites) were trapped, while in 1998 two additional areas were added (the Hoh and 
Tacoma sites), for a total of four trapping sites. The Willoughby and Hoh sites are higher 
in elevation, and are in the Silver fir/Oxalis association of the Silver fir series, while the 
lower elevation Queets and Tacoma sites are in the Western Hemlock/Alaska 
Huckleberry-Salal association of the Western Hemlock series (Henderson et al. 1989). 
Clearcuts at all sites were devoid of large trees (proportion of trees less than 2 m = 0.756, 
mean diameter at breast height (dbh) of vegetation greater than 2m in height = 3.53 cm), 
relative to the forest edge (mean dbh = 8.86 cm) and forest interior (mean dbh = 27.09
cm). , , , :
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The forested area trapped at each site was either part of Olympic National Park, or 
Washington state land that was unharvested and contiguous with Olympic National Park. 
Often the forest edge where trapping occurred was the boundary between Olympic 
National Park and adjacent harvested state land. Therefore the forested portion of each 
site was part of a large contiguous piece of mature forest, not a small forest fi’agment.
The area outside the park is highly fi*agmented, therefore the clearcut at each site was 
often near other large clearcuts.
Trapping Grid Design
The trapping grid at each site consisted of nine trap lines running parallel to each 
other and parallel to the forest/clearcut boundary (Fig. 1). Three trap lines were in 
mature forest, the first line located 150 m firom the forest/clearcut edge and each of the 
other two lines 15m further into the forest. Three trap lines were placed at the forest 
edge, with the first line at the forest/clearcut edge, and each consecutive line 15 m further 
into the forest. Three trap lines were located in the clearcut, at least 150 m fi-om the 
nearest forested area. Although 150 m is a long distance for mice to move, this distance 
helped insure that interior and clearcut traps were outside the range of influence of the 
edge (Chen et al. 1992), thereby maximizing the contrast between habitat types for 
abundance, survival, and detection probability estimation. Within each habitat type the 
three trap lines were 15 m apart. Each trap line consisted of 16 traps spaced 15 m apart, 
for a total of 48 traps in each habitat type. In 1997, due to logistical constraints, the trap 
lines in the clearcut consisted only of 12 traps each, for a total of 36 traps in that habitat.
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In 1998 the number of traps in the clearcut was increased to equalize effort among all 
habitats.
Trapping Protocol
The trapping schedule followed the robust design described by Pollock (1982) 
and Pollock et al. (1990). This design is based on multiple primary sampling periods, 
with each primary period composed of secondary sampling sessions (consecutive nights 
of trapping). In 1997 the Willoughby site was trapped for four primary periods and the 
Queets site for three. Each primary period consisted of seven daily secondary sampling 
sessions. Fourteen days passed between primary periods. In both 1997 and 1998 
trapping occurred during the summer, from June through August.
In 1998, in addition to the Willoughby and Queets sites, two additional trapping 
sites were established, the Hoh and Tacoma sites. In order to increase the number of 
primary periods, and because in 1997 the estimates of daily capture and recapture 
probability were high, the number of secondary sampling sessions composing each 
primary period was reduced by one day, from seven days in 1997 to six days in 1998.
The more primary periods conducted the greater the number of intervals over which 
survival and movement rates can be estimated. Five primary trapping periods, each 
separated by thirteen days, were conducted at each of the four sites in 1998. Pairs of sites 
(Willoughby and Hoh, and Queets and Tacoma) were trapped concurrently.
During each primary period, traps were set in the evening and checked the 
following morning. Bait consisted of a small handful of a 50% striped sunflower/50% 
oat groats mixture and an approximately 1 cm  ̂piece of apple. Every Columbian mouse
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captured was sexed, identified as a juvenile or adult, evaluated as to reproductive status, 
weighed, individually marked, and released at the capture site. Body length and tail 
length measurements were also taken and used to confirm that all mice captured were 
Columbian mice, not deer mice (Columbian mouse tail length exceeds 98 mm, deer 
mouse tail length is less than 98 mm (Allard and Greenbaum 1988)). For each individual 
the trap location and habitat type (forest interior, forest edge, or clearcut) in which it was 
captured was recorded. All animals were marked by toe-clipping and by ear punching. 
Toe clipping has no consistent impacts on survival (Pavone and Boonstra 1985), rates of 
body mass change, length of residence time in trapping grids, or long-term recapture rates 
relative to other marking techniques (Wood and Slade 1990). Therefore we do not 
believe the use of toe-clipping as a marking technique biased the estimated survival or 
movement rates. All animals in all habitats were marked using the same methods, 
therefore even if there were effects of marking individuals the comparison of survival and 
movement among habitats would not be affected.
Data Analysis
In order to identify patterns in the data and get estimates of abundance, survival, 
and movement in the different habitats an information-theoretic approach was employed. 
Information theoretic techniques enable a quantitative ranking of the fit of different 
models to the data, as weU as estimates of demographic parameters and their precision 
(Burnham and Anderson 1998). First we specified a set of candidate models that 
included biologically realistic sources of variation (Tables 1 and 2). To help avoid the
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spurious conclusions that can result from data dredging, the models in the candidate set 
were determined a priori, prior to initiating the analysis (Burnham and Anderson 1998).
Following data collection, goodness of fit (GOF) tests were conducted to 
determine if the assumptions of the most parameterized model, the global model, were 
consistent with the data (Lebreton et al. 1992). Once the global model was determined to 
adequately fit the data, the best approximating models in the candidate sets were 
estimated using Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small sample size, AICc 
(Hurvich and Tsai 1989).
Model selection using AICc is guided by the principle of parsimony. Parsimony 
dictates that the selected model should be the one that contains the minimum number of 
parameters necessary to explain the significant variation in the data. The unnecessary 
parameters represent inferences that cannot be justified based on the data. Hence model 
selection accomplishes two important tasks. By determining the model most appropriate 
for the data, it provides the most meaningful and unbiased estimates of Columbian mouse 
abundance, survival, and movement. In addition, the model selection process tests 
biological hypotheses, such as the consistency of the data with the expectations of 
source/sink dynamics, by determining which of the models in the candidate sets are most 
consistent with the data (Lebreton et al. 1992, Burnham and Anderson 1998).
Abundance
To estimate abundance within primary periods closed capture models were run 
using program MARK (White and Burnham 1999). In addition to estimating abundance 
{N), closed capture models also estimate daily capture probability ip) and daily recapture
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probability (c). To conduct this analysis each individual had to be assigned to one habitat 
type for each primary period. A few individuals (<5%) were captured in different habitat 
types within a primary period. These individuals were assigned to the habitat type where 
they were captured most often during that primary period. If the number of captures in 
two different habitat types was the same (<1% of individuals), individuals were assigned 
to the habitat of first capture.
The models in the abundance candidate model set (Table 1) were run for each 
primary period, yielding an estimate of for each sex, in each habitat, at each site, during 
each primary period. The sources of variation included in the analysis are trapping site 
(j) (1998 only), habitat type (h), sex (g), time (f), and behavior. In 1998 two nearby sites 
were trapped concurrently and were included in the same model set, thereby enabling the 
constraint of capture probability (p) and recapture probability (c) between sites. This is 
logical because if, for instance, weather influenced p  and c, then the concurrently trapped 
sites will likely experience the same time effects.
Based on previous studies of Columbian mouse abundance in fi-agmented 
landscapes (Songer et al. 1997, West 1997), we expected to observe differences in 
Columbian mouse abundance among habitat types (forest interior, forest edge, and 
clearcut). Therefore, we suspected that p  and c may vary among habitat types as well, 
and included habitat type {h) as a source of variation in some models in the candidate set. 
Differences in behavior, home range size, or abundance of the sexes may result in 
differences in p  and c between the sexes, therefore we included sex (g) as a source of 
variation in some models in the candidate set. Studies have shown that small mammal 
activity levels vary with the weather (Drickamer and Capone 1977, Drickamer et al.
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1999) and when predators are present (Norrdahl and Korpimaki 1998). Given the 
temporally variable nature of these two factors, we suspected that time may be important 
sources of variation in p  and c and therefore included it as a source of variation in some 
models.
We expected heterogeneity in trap response, therefore we did not include any 
model that constrained p  and c to be equal. We also expected that any factor that 
influences capture probability would also influence recapture probability. For instance, if 
capture probability is lower on clear nights, we expected that recapture probability would 
be as well. Thus models which constrained p  and c in a different manner were excluded 
from the candidate set.
Program MARK does not offer GOF tests for closed capture models, therefore 
program CAPTURE (Otis et al. 1978) was used. For every primary period each group 
(each sex, in each habitat type, at each site) was run individually through program 
CAPTURE and the GOF statistics for model Mtb were used to assess fit. Model Mtb, 
which includes time and behavior as sources of variation in capture and recapture 
probability, run separately for each group corresponds to the global abundance model 
Pshgtt ^shgtf ^ s h g  •
For each primary period at each site or pair of concurrently trapped sites, the 
models in the candidate set were ranked according to their AICc values. The models with 
low AICc values are the models in the candidate set most consistent with the data. The 
difference in AICc values between a model and the best approximating model is the 
AAICc value for that model. The AICc weights were also estimated for each model.
These directly proportional values indicate the degree of support for a model relative to
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the other models in the candidate set, and thereby provide an estimate of model selection 
uncertainty (Burnham and Anderson 1998).
The best approximating models, those with low AAICc values and high AICc 
weights, are used to make inferences concerning the effects of forest fragmentation and 
forest edge on Columbian mouse demography. Models within two AAICc values of the 
best approximating model have nearly equal support and are the models most consistent 
with the data (Lebreton et al. 1992, Burnham and Anderson 1998). The estimates of the 
parameter values and variances discussed in the text and depicted in the figures are from 
the best approximating model. These values are conditional on the best approximating 
model and do not take into account model selection uncertainty, therefore the variances 
may be slightly underestimated (Burnham and Anderson 1998).
Survival and Movement
For 1997 and 1998 separately, survival and movement rates were modeled using 
multistate models in program MARK. Multistate models are open population models 
that estimate apparent survival rates (5) and transition probabilities ( between primary 
periods. The transition probabilities are the probability that an individual moves from 
one state to another. Here, the transition probabilities represent the different movement 
rates because the habitat types are the states. For each primary period, a primary-period 
wide capture probability (p) is also estimated.
As in the abundance analysis, individuals had to be assigned to a single habitat for 
each primary period and the same rules were adhered to. For a few intervals there was no 
detected movement among some habitat types. Therefore in models where transition
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probability was habitat and time dependent the parameters corresponding to the 
movements for which there was no data could not be estimated. Parameters that could 
not be estimated due to lack of data were fixed to zero.
The large numbers of individuals captured, the high capture probabilities, and the 
five primary periods trapped resulted in a rich data set that enabled the use of complex 
models with many sources of variation. The number of parameters estimated in the 
complex multi-state models were high, and therefore the number of potential, 
biologically realistic candidate models became unmanageably large. Thus in order to 
determine the meaningful patterns in the data we used a modified step down approach 
(Lebreton et al. 1992). For each parameter S, /?, and îPwe identified a priori the 
biologically realistic sources of variation and constructed a model set for each parameter 
(Table 2). We then modeled each parameter individually, using either the most general 
condition for the other, non-focal parameters or the sources of variation justified by the 
data for the non-focal parameters if we had already modeled those parameters. Using this 
approach reduced parameterizations ofp  were first modeled, keeping S  and ÎP in their 
most general form with all sources of variation. Next reduced parameterizations of ÎP 
were modeled using the sources of variation in p  supported by the data and the most 
general structure for S. Then reduced parameterizations of S  were modeled using the 
sources of variation supported by the data for p  and
The sources of variation applied to the different parameters for the 1997 and 1998 
multistate analysis are trapping site (j), habitat type (A), sex (g), and time (f) (Table 2). It 
is likely that the abundance of Columbian mice will differ among sites, even though they 
are similar in most biotic and abiotic factors. It is conceivable that the expected
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differences in abundance among sites, or the factors responsible for the differences in 
abundance, may impact S, p, and *F, thus site (s) is included as a potential source of 
variation for these parameters. The results of other investigations suggest that the 
Columbian mouse responds differently to forests and clearcuts (Songer et al. 1997, West
1997) therefore many different parameterizations of habitat (h) effects were included in 
the candidate set, including those testing for edge effects and source/sink dynamics. 
Differences in behavior, home range size, or abundance of males and females may result 
in differences S, or îf' in between the sexes, therefore we included sex (g) as a source 
of variation in some models in the candidate set. We expected abundance to increase 
over the course of the field seasons, and thought that this, along with other temporally 
variable factors, may influence S', p, and Therefore time {f) was included as a source 
of variation in some models for all parameters.
Program MARK does not have GOF procedures available for multistate models, 
therefore MSSURVIV (Brownie et al. 1993) was used for GOF tests. The estimates of S, 
p, and ÎP fi"om the best approximating models are maximum likelihood estimates. Again, 
the parameter and variance estimates are conditional on the best approximating model 
and therefore the estimates of variance may be slightly underestimated.
RESULTS
Abundance
In contrast with studies of Columbian mice in areas of sympatry with deer mice 
(Songer et al. 1997, West 1997), we found that Columbian mouse abundance was not 
consistently reduced in clearcuts relative to unharvested areas. In fact, Columbian mice
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were present in high numbers in forest interiors, forest edges, and clearcuts (Figs. 2 and 
3). There were no consistent abundance differences between males and females, 
therefore the sexes are combined in Figs. 2 and 3 even though they were modeled 
independently. Although there are differences among sites, years, and sessions within a 
year, no one habitat type consistently had the greatest abundance. At the Queets site, 
mice were consistently more common at the forest edge than in the forest interior or 
clearcut both in 1997 and 1998, but this pattern did not hold at other sites.
Modeling results suggest that there were daily differences in capture and 
recapture probability. At all sites in both 1997 and 1998, the model with time 
dependency in capture and recapture probability {pt, Ct, was selected most often as 
the best approximating model (Table 3). Model pt, Ct, Nshg was selected for 13 of the 17 
different primary periods analyzed, and often by a substantial margin (see model 
weights). For two of the four primary periods where model pt, Ct, Nshg was not the best 
approximating model, time was either one of the sources of variation in p  and c, or model 
Pt, Ct, Nshg was within AAICc of two of the best approximating model. While these results 
indicate that there were detectable differences in daily capture and recapture probabilities, 
they also suggest that capture probability did not differ greatly among concurrently 
trapped sites, among habitats, or between males and females. Daily capture and recapture 
probabilities were large enough that nearly all individuals present on the trapping grid 
were captured at least once during the primary period. These high probabilities of 
capture and recapture result in extremely small variance estimates about each abundance 
estimate (Figs. 2 and 3). The results of the GOF tests in program CAPTURE suggest that 
the global model adequately fit the data.
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Survival and Movement
The results of GOF tests in MSSURVIV suggest that the global multistate model 
adequately fit the 1997 data (G(total)=8.653, df=153, p=1.0) and the 1998 data 
(G(total)=25.538, df=509, p=l .0). Therefore we proceeded with testing reduced 
parameterizations of S, p, and ÿ 'in program MARK.
Columbian mouse survival rates varied slightly among habitats in 1997. There 
are six models that had AAICc values less than two, thereby suggesting nearly equal 
support (Table 4). Four of these six models, including the three with the lowest AAICc 
values, have the same parameterization of survival, Sh(i=e.c)- This parameterization 
indicates variation in survival rates among habitats such that survival in the forest interior 
and edge are equal and different than survival in the clearcut. These sources of variation 
in survival suggest no edge effect in survival rates, but differences between forested and 
harvested areas. Survival in the fourth best approximating model, Sha,e=c), suggests that 
there was an edge effect in survival. In the fifth best approximating model, Sh, survival 
differed among all three habitats. The sixth best approximating model had survival 
constant across all sources of variation. Together, these models suggest slight but 
detectable variation among survival rates in the different habitat types. Survival at the 
forest edge was intermediate between survival in the forest interior and clearcut, therefore 
both models where edge and interior survival are equal, and models where edge and 
clearcut survival are equal, fit the data well. The fact that site, gender, and time were not 
sources of variation in survival in the best approximating models indicates that these
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factors did not have a large, detectable influence on Columbian mouse survival rates in 
1997.
Under the 1997 best approximating survival model (Sh{i=e,c))̂  the survival rate for 
the 14 day interval between primary periods in the forest interior and edge (0.691, 
SE=0.030) was less than in the clearcut (0.792, SE=0.042) (Fig. 4a). Therefore in 1997 
not only were Columbian mice common in clearcuts (Fig. 2), they also had survival rates 
that exceeded those found in forested areas.
As in 1997, in 1998 Columbian mouse survival rates varied among habitats, but in 
addition survival also varied between the sexes. All of the four models with AAICc 
values less than two had the same structure in survival, Sh(i,e=c)g (Table 5). In these best 
approximating models survival of each sex in the forest edge and clearcut are equal and 
different than in the forest interior. Like the 1997 data, the 1998 data did not support 
differences in survival rates among trapping sites or among primary periods as being 
important sources of variation.
The 1998 results indicate an edge effect in Columbian mouse survival. For both 
males and females, survival rates for the 13 days between primary periods in the forest 
interior (male: 0.838, SE=0.022; female: 0.824, SE=0.029) exceeded those in the forest 
edge and clearcut (male: 0.698, SE=0.030; female: 0.792, SE=0.042)(Fig. 4b). This 
difference in survival rates between habitats is more pronounced in males than in 
females. This 1998 pattern in survival rates is opposite of the one observed in 1997, 
where survival in the clearcut exceeded survival in the forest interior and edge.
Although the difference in survival rates among habitats in 1997 and 1998 
established the potential for source/sink dynamics (albeit in different directions each
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year), in neither year were movement rates out of areas with high survival greater than 
movement into these areas. Thus the observed movement rates were not consistent with 
the expectations of source/sink dynamics in either year.
In 1997 the movement rate at the Willoughby site was much greater than at the 
Queets site (Fig. 5a). Transition probability ( if) was site dependent in all of the best 
approximating models (Table 4). Habitat, sex, and time were not important sources of 
variation, nor were movement patterns and rates consistent with the expectations of 
source-sink dynamics.
In 1998, variation in if'among sites and habitats were identified as important 
sources of variation in all of the four best approximating models (Table 5). One model 
incorporated a more specific form of habitat dependent transitions with distance 
dependency. In this model, all one habitat moves (i.e., forest interior to edge or edge to 
clearcut, and vice versa) are constrained to be equal and different than two habitat moves 
(i.e., interior to clearcut and vice versa) which are also constrained to be equal. The best 
approximating models suggest that movement rates vary among sites and habitats within 
sites, such that the rate of short distance movements may differ slightly fi*om long 
distance movements. As in 1997, in 1998 there were no detectable differences in 
movement rates among the sexes or among primary periods. Although survival rates 
differed among habitats, setting up the potential for source/sink dynamics, movement 
rates were not consistent with the expectations of source/sink dynamics. Movement rate 
estimates under the best approximating model, !f̂ A, are shown in Fig 5b.
Primary period wide capture probability estimates (p) were high (1997: 
0.989(SE=0.010); 1998: 0.955(SE=0.009)), suggesting that nearly all individuals present
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on the trapping grids were captured at least once during each primary period. The 
parameterizations ofp  varied slightly among the 1997 and 1998 best approximating 
models (Tables 4 and 5). In the majority of the 1997 and 1998 best approximating 
models p  was constant across all sources of variation. Variation in capture probability 
among primary periods (pt) and between males and females (pg) were identified as 
important sources of variation in the other best approximating models.
DISCUSSION
The patterns of Columbian mouse abundance we observed on the west side of the 
Olympic Peninsula, an area of allopatry with the deer mouse, are not consistent with 
those observed by others on the east side of the Olympic Peninsula and in the Cascade 
mountains, areas of sympatry with the deer mouse. In areas of sympatry, the Columbian 
mouse is most abundant in forested areas and less common in clearcuts, while the deer 
mouse has the opposite numerical response (Songer et al. 1997, West 1997). When 
allopatric, we found that Columbian mouse abundance is not consistently reduced in 
clearcuts relative to mature forests. Across trapping sites, among primary periods within 
a year, and between years neither males nor females were consistently less common in 
clearcuts than in forested areas (Figs. 2 and 3). Columbian mice may be common in 
clearcuts in our study area because deer mice are absent, or alternatively there may be 
abiotic or other biotic differences between our study area and those of Songer et al. 
(1998) and West (1997) that are contributing to the different responses to clearcuts. By 
examining survival and movement rates in addition to abundance, we are able to further 
assess the suitability of clearcuts as habitat for the Columbian mouse.
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Most studies of deer mouse survival in forested and clearcut areas have faded to 
find significant differences (Sullivan 1979, Martell 1983a, Sullivan et al. 1999).
Columbian mouse survival rates did vary among forest interior, forest edge, and clearcuts 
both in 1997 and in 1998, but the patterns were different between years. In 1997 survival 
rates in the forest interior and edge were similar and less than survival rates in clearcuts 
(Table 4, Fig 4a). Surprisingly, under the best approximating model the clearcut survival 
rate (0.792 (SE=0.042)) was substantially greater than the forested habitats survival rate 
(0.691 (SE=0.030)). In 1998 the pattern was reversed, and differences in survival 
between males and females were detected. For both sexes, survival rates at the forest 
edge were more similar to the clearcut than to the forest interior (Table 5, Fig. 4b). 
Contrary to the 1997 results, under the best approximating model in 1998 forest interior 
survival rates (males: 0.838 (SE=0.022); females: 0.824 (SE=0.029)) were greater than 
forest edge and clearcut survival rates (males: 0.698 (SE-0.030); females: 0.792 (0.042)). 
Although time was never identified as an important source of variation in survival within 
a year, the lack of a consistent trend between years suggests that any effects of forest 
fragmentation on Columbian mouse survival are not temporally constant. Differences in 
the winter conditions preceding each year of sampling may have contributed to the 
survival diSerences between years. The winter preceding the 1997 trapping season was 
cold (mean winter temperature in Washington = 32.3 F) with heavy precipitation (mean 
winter precipitation in Washington = 20.69 inches), whereas the winter preceding the 
1998 trapping season was relatively mild (mean temperature = 35.9 °F, mean 
precipitation = 15.28 inches) (National Climatic Data Center 2001). These differences
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the winter conditions preceding each trapping season may have contributed to the 
observed variation between years in summer survival.
The survival results suggest that forest fragmentation has a temporally variable 
effect on survival rates, but they do not indicate that clearcuts are unsuitable habitat for 
this species. Although in 1998 survival of both sexes was less in forest edges and 
clearcuts than in mature forests, the difference was small for females. In addition, in 
1997 clearcut survival was much greater than survival in forested areas (Fig. 4). The 
survival results, combined with the abundance of Columbian mice in clearcuts, suggests 
that clearcuts are suitable habitat for this species in the absence of the deer mouse. The 
habitat segregation observed when these species are sympatric may be driven by a 
negative direct or indirect interaction between these two cogeners, but abiotic and other 
biotic differences between our study area and those of Songer et al. (1998) and West 
(1997) may also have contributed to the differences in our results.
Edge effects have been widely demonstrated for abiotic factors and vegetation 
(Gratekowski 1956, Geiger 1965, Raynor 1971, Williams-Linera 1990, Saunders et al. 
1991, Chen et al. 1992, Fraver 1994, Chen et al. 1995, Laurance 1997, Renhom et al. 
1997, Jules 1998). Birds have been shown to be susceptible to increased predation and 
nest parasitism at habitat edges (reviewed by Andren and Angelstam 1988, Paton 1994). 
Some mammals exhibit a positive numerical response, and others a negative numerical 
response, to forest edges (Walters 1991, Laurance 1994, Sekgororoane and Dilworth 
1995, Mills 1995, 1996, Lidicker 1999). Unlike studies that have observed a positive 
edge effect in deer mouse abundance (Sekgororoane and Dilworth 1995, Mills 1996), we 
found no consistent positive or negative edge effect in Columbian mouse abundance.
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Columbian mice were abundant in all three habitat types, and no one habitat consistent 
had the greatest or lowest abundance across sites, primary periods, or years. The one 
exception was the Queets site, where edge abundance was the greatest in all primary 
periods both in 1997 and 1998.
Edge effects in survival rates were not consistent between years. In 1997 edge 
survival was more similar to forest interior survival than clearcut survival. In fact, in the 
best approximating model there were no detectable differences between forest interior 
and forest edge survival. Although there was not strong evidence for an edge effect in 
1997, the 1998 data suggests an edge effect in survival. In all of the 1998 best 
approximating models forest edge survival and clearcut survival were equal and reduced 
relative to forest interior survival. The reduction in survival at forest edges and clearcuts 
was greatest for males, and relatively small for females. These results suggest that 
although we were able to detect a negative edge effect in survival in 1998 the effect is not 
constant over years, or the magnitude of the effect in 1997 was so small that it was 
undetectable.
Neither the abundance nor the survival results indicate strong edge effects. Given 
the lack of consistent responses of the Columbian mouse to clearcuts in terms of 
abundance, survival, or movement it is not surprising that they do not exhibit a strong 
response to forest edges. On the west side of the Olympic Peninsula, in an area of 
allopatry with the deer mouse, Columbian mice do not appear to be sensitive to forest 
fragmentation or forest edges.
Coupled with the inconsistent differences in survival rates among habitats, the 
observed movement patterns and rates indicate source/sink dynamics were not operating.
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Movement out of the habitats with higher survival in any year was not greater than 
movement into these habitats. In both 1997 and 1998 movement rates were found to vary 
among trapping sites. Although movement rates were not consistent with source/sink 
dynamics, in 1998 there was detectable variation in movement rates among the different 
habitat types (Fig. 5b). In 1998 Columbian mouse movement rates varied depending 
upon which habitat the animal was in and which habitat it was moving to. Movement 
rates to and from clearcuts were not radically different than those to and from the other 
habitats, and in no way indicate drastic differences between harvested and unharvested 
areas.
In both the closed capture and the multi-state modeling, detection probability was 
found to vary over time. Our strong evidence for temporal variation in capture and 
recapture probabilities is consistent with the results of other studies. It has been shown 
that small mammal activity levels vary with the weather (Drickamer and Capone 1977, 
Drickamer et al. 1999) and with the presence of a predator (Norrdahl and Korpimaki
1998), both of which may contribute to the temporal variation in capture and recapture 
probability. The observed temporal fluctuations in detection probability emphasizes the 
importance of using estimators of demographic parameters rather than indices, which 
assume a temporally and spatially constant detection probability and therefore may give 
biased results.
We advocate the use of information theoretic approaches for the analysis of 
capture-recapture data. These techniques require the researcher to identify biologically 
realistic sources of variation and develop a candidate model set. The candidate set should 
be developed prior to the initiation of the analysis, and ideally prior to gathering the data,
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in order to avoid the spurious conclusions that can result from data dredging (Burnham 
and Anderson 1998). Then an information criterion, such as Akaike’s information 
criterion (AIC), is used to select the model(s) that best fit the data. This model selection 
process tests biological hypotheses by determining which of the competing models in the 
candidate set best approximates the data. In addition, by selecting the candidate model 
most appropriate for the data, this approach provides the most meaningful and unbiased 
parameter estimates (Lebreton et al. 1992, Burnham and Anderson 1998).
To answer our original question, does forest fragmentation lead to changes in the 
population dynamics of the Columbian mouse, the answer is “in some places at some 
times”. When the Columbian mouse is sympatric with the deer mouse Columbian mice 
are apparently more common in forested areas, and deer mice more common in clearcuts 
(Songer et al. 1997, West 1997). We found this pattern does not hold on the west side of 
the Olympic Peninsula where the deer mouse is absent. At all of our trapping sites both 
in 1997 and 1998 deer mice were common in mature forest interior habitats, forest edges, 
and clearcuts.
Forest fragmentation and forest edges do have an impact on Columbian mouse 
survival rates, but the impact is not constant between years. In one year clearcut survival 
was greater than survival in forested areas, while in the next year forest interior survival 
exceeded forest edge and clearcut survival. Although forest fragmentation and forest 
edges can impact survival rates, if the effects vary over years it may not have long term 
effects on Columbian mouse population dynamics.
Movement patterns and rates indicate that source/sink dynamics are not operating. 
In both years movement rates varied among trapping sites. Although variation in
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movement rates with source and destination habitat were apparent in 1998, movement 
patterns never suggested a negative response to forest edges or clearcuts.
Together, our results suggest that on the west side of the Olympic Peninsula, in an 
area where the deer mouse is absent, the Columbian mouse is not sensitive to forest 
fragmentation or forest edges. Neither abundance, nor survival, nor movement rates were 
consistently altered in clearcut areas or forest edges relative to undisturbed, mature forest 
interior. There does not appear to be any inherent characteristics of clearcuts or forest 
edges that make them unsuitable for the Columbian mouse.
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Table 1. Abundance candidate model suite. Site was not a source of variation for the 
1997 data because sites were not trapped concurrently. In 1998 two sites were trapped 
concurrently, and models that constrained capture and recapture probability between the 
concurrently trapped sites were included in the candidate suite.
Model Biological Hypothesis
Notation______________________________________________________________
Pshgty Cshgu Nshg Capture and recapture probabilities vary between sites, habitats, sexes, 
and over time.
Phgt, Chgt, N shg  Capture and recapture probabilities vary between habitats, sexes, and
over time.
psgh Csgt, Nshg Capture and recapture probabilities vary between sites, sexes, and over
time.
psht, Cshu Nshg Capture and recapture probabilities vary between sites, habitats, and
over time.
Pshg, Cshgy N shg  Capture and recapture probabilities vary between sites, habitats, and
sexes.
Psh> Csh, N shg  Capture and recapture probabilities vary between sites and habitats.
Psg, Csg, Nshg Capture and recapture probabilities vary between site and sexes.
pst, Csh Nshg Capture and recapture probabilities vary between sites and over time.
Phg, Chgy N shg  Capture and recapture probabilities vary among habitats and between
sexes.
Pht, Chh N shg  Capture and recapture probabilities vary among habitats and over time.
pgt, Cgh Nshg Capture and recapture probabilities vary between the sexes and over
time.
P s, Cs, N shg  Capture and recapture probabilities vary between concurrently trapped
sites.
p h , Ch, N shg  Capture and recapture probabilities vary among habitats.
Pg, Cg, Nshg Capture and recapture probabilities vary between males and females.
P h  Ch N shg  Capture and recapture probabilities vary among the six days composing
each primary period.
p, c, Nshg Capture and recapture probabilities do not vary among sites, habitats,
______________ sexes, or over time.__________________________________________
Note: p  = capture probability; c = recapture probability; N = abundance; s = site; h = 
habitat; g = gender (sex); t = time.
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T ab le  2. Multistate modeling candidate model suite for the 1997 and 1998 data. A 
modified step down approach was used, where constraints of capture probability (p) 
were first modeled, then transition probability (ÎP), and lastly survival (5).
Source of Biological Hypothesis Model applied to:
Variation________________________________________________S p W
s h g t  Parameter varies among sites, habitats, sexes,
and primary periods. 
s h g  Parameter varies among sites, habitats, and
sexes.
s h t Parameter varies among sites, habitats, and
primaiy periods. 
s g t  Parameter varies among sites, sexes, and
primary periods. 
h g t  Parameter varies among habitats, sexes, and
primary periods. 
s h Parameter varies among sites and habitats.
s g  Parameter varies among sites and between
sexes.
s  t  Parameter varies among sites and primary
periods.
h g  Parameter varies among habitats and between
sexes.
h t Parameter varies among habitats and primary
periods.
g t Parameter varies between the sexes and among
primary periods. 
s  Parameter varies among sites.
h Parameter varies among habitats.
g  Parameter varies between the sexes.
t Parameter varies among primary periods.
Parameter is constant among sites, habitats, 
sexes, and primary periods.
Parameter is constrained to be equal between 
the interior and edge, and different than 
clearcut. An edge effect model. 
g h(i=e,c) Same as above, except includes variation x
among sites.
g  Same as two above, except includes variation x
between the sexes.
Parameter is constrained to be equal between x 
the edge and clearcut, and different than 
interior. An edge effect model. 
g Same as above, except includes variation x
among sites.
g  Same as two above, except includes variation x
between the sexes
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X
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h(dl,d2) All single distance movements are constrained x
to be equal, as are all 2 distance movements. 
s h(dl,d2) Site variation, and all single distance x
movements are constrained to be equal, as are 
all 2 distance movements, 
h(h-l,l,2;l-h,l,2) Movement is distance dependent and differs x
between habitats with high survival with lower 
survival.
s h(h-l, 1,2;Uh, 1,2) As above, but includes variation among sites. x
h(i,e,c) Movement varies among habitats, such that all x
movements out of a habitat are equal and 
different than the rates out of other habitats. 
s h(i,e,c) Same as the previous model, but includes x
_________________ variation among sites._____________________________________
Note: S = survival; p  = capture probability; !F= movement; s = site; h = habitat; g = 
gender (sex); t = time; i = forest interior; e = forest edge; c = clearcut.
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Table 3. Best approximating models for the closed capture abundance analysis.
Year Site(s)^ Session Best Approximating Model(s)  ̂ AAICc
weights
1997 Willoughby 1 Pt, Ch Nhg 0.962
2 Pt) Ct, ^hg 0.955
3 p, c, Nhg 0.787
4 Ph Ch Nhg 0.583
Pu Cu Nhg 0.262
Queets 1 Pu Cu Nhg 0.986
2 Pu Cu Nhg 0.437
Pg, Cg, Nhg 0.263
3 pu Cu Nhg 0.704
1998 Willoughby - Hoh 1 Pu Cu Nshg 0.988
2 Pu Cu Nshg 0.978
3 Pu Cu Nshg 0.971
4 PhU Chu Nshg 0.664
pu Cu Nshg 0.331
5 Pshgj Cshg, Nshg 0.999
Queets -  Tacoma 1 Pu Cu Nshg 0.988
2 Pu Cu Nshg 0.647
3 Pu Cu Nshg 0.904
4 Pu Ct, Nshg 0.962
5 Pu Cu Nshs 0.970
In 1998 the sites that were trapped concurrently were modeled together for each 
primary period.
 ̂All models within a AAIC of 2 relative to the best approximating model are reported 
because these models fit the data nearly equally well.
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T a b l e  4. The best approximating models for the 1997 multistate analysis. All models 
within four AICc values of the best approximating model are shown.
Model AAICc AICc
Weight
Inference
Sh(i=e,c)> P> ^ 0.00 0.204 Survival rates in the interior and edge are equal, and 
different than in the clearcut. Capture probability is 
constant across all sources of variation. Movement 
rates vary between sites.
Sh(i=e.c)f Pgy 1.21 0.111 Same as the best approximating model, except 
capture probability differs between the sexes.
Sh(i=e,c)f Pti 1.43 0.100 Same as the best approximating model, except 
capture probability differs among primary periods.
Shfi,ê c}> pj 1.43 0.100 Survival rates in the edge and clearcut are equal, and 
different than survival in the interior. Capture 
probability and movement are as in the best 
approximating model.
ShP> 1.52 0.095 Survival rate is habitat dependent. Capture 
probability and movement are as in the best 
approximating model.
S, p, Ws 1.64 0,090 Survival is constant across all sources of variation. 
Capture probability and movement are as in the best 
approximating model.
Ss,p, 2.28 0.065 Survival rates vary between sites. Capture 
probability and movement are as in the best 
approximating model.
Sst,p, 2.44 0.060 Survival rates vary between sites and among primary 
periods. Capture probability and movement are as in 
the best approximating model.
Ssg,p, % 3.15 0.042 Survival rates vary between sites and sexes. Capture 
probability and movement are as in the best 
approximating model.
Sg,p, % 3.17 0.042 Survival rates vary between the sexes. Capture 
probability and movement are as in the best 
approximating model.
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T a b l e  5. The best approximating models for the 1998 multistate analysis. All models 
within four AIC values of the best approximating model are shown.
Model AAICc AICc
Weight
Inference
Sh(i,ê c)gf Pf ^sh 0.00 0.148 Survival varies among sexes and habitats, 
such that survival in the edge and clearcut 
is equal, and different than in the forest 
interior. Capture probability is constant. 
Movement varies among sites and 
habitats.
ĥ(i,e=c)g> P> ŝh(dl,d2) 0,06 0.143 Survival and capture probability are the 
same as the previous model. Movement 
varies among sites and is distance 
dependent. All single habitat movements 
are equal, as are all double habitat 
movements.
Sh(i,e=c)g> Pu ^sh 0.32 0.126 Survival is the same as the previous 
models. Capture probability varies among 
primary periods. Movement is as in the 
best approximating model.
Sh(i,e=c)gf Pg, ^sh 1.67 0.064 Survival is the same as the previous 
models. Capture probability varies 
between the sexes. Movement is as in the 
best approximating model.
Shg, p, ^sh 2.56 0.041 Survival varies among habitats and 
between the sexes. Capture probability is 
constant. Movement is as in the best 
approximating model.
Sh(i,e=c)g, p, ŝhO.e.c) 2.65 0.039 Survival and capture probability are the 
same as the best approximating model. 
Movement varies among sites and 
habitats, such that all movements out of a 
habitat are equal and different than the 
rates out of other habitats.
Sh(i,e=c)g, P, ŝh(hd,I,2;l-h,I,2) 3.13 0.031 Survival and capture probability are the 
same as the best approximating model. 
Movement from habitats with high 
survival is different than from areas with 
lower survival. Movement is also site and 
distance dependent.
Sh(i,e=c)g, pgU ŝh(dl,d2) 3.39 0.027 Movement is as in the best approximating 
model. Capture probability varies with 
sex and among primary periods. 
Movement is site, habitat, and distance 
dependent.
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CLEARCUT
FOREST/CLEARCUT EDGE
FOREST INTERIOR
150 m
150 m
240 m
FIG. 1. Schematic of the trapping grid design. Each dot represents the location 
of one Sherman live trap. There is 15m spacing between traps within a trap line, 
and also 15m spacing between trap lines. Trap lines run parallel to the 
forest/clearcut edge and to each other.
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Fig. 2. Estimates of Columbian mouse abundance in the forest interior, edge, 
and clearcut at the Willoughby (A) and Queets (B) sites in 1997. For each session 
abundance was estimated using the best approximating model in program MARK. 
Error bars represent one standard error. Because capture probability is so high, the 
standard error for most bars is indistinguishable.
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FIG. 3. Estimates of Columbian mouse abundance in the forest interior, edge, and 
clearcut at the Willoughby (A), Hoh (B), Queets (C), and Tacoma (D) sites in 1998. 
For each session abundance was estimated using the best approximating model in 
program MARK. Error bars represent one standard error. Because capture 
probability is was so high, the standard error for most bars is indistinguishable.
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Fig. 4. Columbian mouse survival rates in 1997 (A) and 1998 (B) under the 
best approximating models. In 1997 interior and edge survival were equal and 
different than survival in the clearcut. In 1998, survival of each sex in the 
edge and clearcut were equal and different than in the forest interior. The 
interval between primary periods were 14 days in 1997 and 13 days in 1998. 
Error bars represent one standard error.
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The Effects of Forest Fragmentation and Forest Edge on 
Southern Red-Backed Vole Abundance and Survival
Abstract. Given the rate and ubiquity of forest fragmentation and forest edge creation, 
surprisingly little is known concerning the impacts on wildlife population demography. 
We used capture-mark-recapture techniques to estimate southern red-backed vole 
{Clethrionomys gapperi) abundance in three different habitat types: mature forests, 
forest/clearcut edges, and clearcuts. Because abundance alone can be a misleading 
indicator of habitat quality, and because sensitivity analyses we conducted suggest that 
survival has the greatest impact on population growth rates, information-theoretic 
modeling approaches were used to estimate survival and detection probability in the three 
different habitat types. Whereas many studies have found that red-backed voles respond 
negatively to forest fragmentation, and studies of a cogener, the California red-backed 
vole (C californicus), suggest negative responses to forest edges as well, we observed a 
consistent, positive response. Southern red-backed vole abundance was greatest at the 
forest edge in both 1997 and 1998, and in 1998 clearcut abundance was often similar to 
that in mature forest interior. Survival rates did not differ among habitats in 1997 nor in 
1998, thus although the forest edge supports more individuals than clearcuts and the 
forest interior, individuals there do not have an increased probability of survival. While 
the uniqueness of our results suggest potential scale dependent responses, forest biome 
dependent responses, and/or species dependent responses within the genus 
Clethrionomys, it is clear that in forests on the periphery of Olympic National Park,
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southern red-backed voles do not currently exhibit a negative response to the habitat 
modifications associated with timber harvesting.
INTRODUCTION
As a result of human-caused landscape alterations, wildlife habitat is becoming 
increasingly fi’agmented. Not only does this process result in an overall decrease in the 
amount of habitat, but also the habitat patches that remain are increasing insulated. No 
where is this problem more acute than the world’s forested ecosystems. Commensurate 
with the increase in forest fragmentation is an increase in the amount of forest edge. 
Although much effort has been devoted to studying forest fragmentation and forest edges, 
we still know little concerning the impacts on individual species, much less forest 
ecosystems as a whole.
The southern red-backed vole {Clethrionomys gapperi) is considered a strong 
interactor in Pacific Northwest forests because of its role in the mutualistic relationship 
between mycorrhizal fungi and plants. The majority of all vascular plants form symbiotic 
relationships with mycorrhizal fungi (Newman and Reddell 1987), whereby the fungi 
increases water and nutrient uptake, and may provide physical and chemical protection 
against pathogens, in exchange for some of the plant’s photosynthate (Read and Stribley 
1973, Davis and Menge 1981, Harley and Smith 1983, Parke et al. 1983, Read et al.
1985). These mycorrhizal associations are essential for the growth and survival of many 
plants, including many Northwest forest species (Trappe and Maser 1978, Harley and 
Smith 1983). Because the sporocarps of many mycorrhizal fungi are hypogeous (below 
ground), the spores are not dispersed by wind or water, but are dependent upon small
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mammals for their dispersal (see Johnson 1996). Hypogeous mycorrhizal sporocarps are 
a large component of the diet of red-backed voles, and these small mammals are 
considered among the most important vectors of mycorrhizal spore dispersal in Pacific 
Northwest forests (Maser et al. 1978a,b, Ure and Maser 1982, Hayes et al. 1996). Given 
the ecological significance of southern red-backed voles, understanding their 
demographic response to forest fi*agmentation and forest edges is of the utmost 
importance, and may have implications for forest regeneration and re-establishment 
following timber harvesting.
Most studies to date suggest that the modified environment that results fi’om 
timber harvesting adversely affects southern red-backed vole populations. The 
abundance of southern red-backed voles in recent clearcuts is often less than in uncut 
stands (Ramirez and Homocker 1981, MarteU 1983 a,b, Scrivner and Smith 1984, 
Sekgororoane and Dilworth 1995, Hayward et al. 1999, Sullivan et al. 1999), although 
their presence in recently clearcut areas appears to be greatly influenced by the post­
harvest treatment regime employed. In unbumed and unscarified clearcuts the logging 
slash and attendant lichens remain, which provide cover and food for the voles (Gunther 
et al. 1983, Carey and Johnson 1995). Beyond the first few years following harvesting 
vole abundance decreases even in unbumed clearcuts (Ramirez and Homocker 1981, 
MarteU 1983a, b, Sekgororoane and Dilworth 1995).
Because abundance alone may be a poor indicator of habitat quality (Van Home 
1983, Hagan 1996, Jules 1998), it is important to examine the underlying demographic 
parameters that may be driving the observed pattems in abundance. While the numerical 
response of the southem red-backed vole to harvested areas has been examined, only one
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Study that we are aware of has addressed how demographic rates may change with 
respect to forest fragmentation. MarteU (1983a) compared the demographic 
characteristics of southem red-backed vole populations in uncut stands and 1 to 3 year 
old clearcuts in the boreal forests of north-central Ontario, and found that juvenile vole 
survival rates were lower on clearcuts than on uncut stands. There were no other 
differences in demographic parameters detected between clearcut and unharvested areas, 
and the ultimate loss of red-backed voles from harvested sites was attributed to decreased 
juvenile survival (MarteU 1983a). Because the effects of fragmentation on red-backed 
vole demographic parameters has received little attention, it remains unknown whether 
the decreased abundance often observed in clearcuts is because these areas are acting as 
“sinks”, where long term population growth rate is negative, or alternatively are simply 
habitat v̂ dth a different carrying capacity but stationary or even increasing growth rates. 
Sensitivity analyses for red-backed voles suggest that survival has the greatest effect on 
population growth rate (see Appendix), emphasizing the importance of estimating 
survival rates in fragmented forests and at forest edges.
Edge effects have been widely demonstrated for abiotic factors and vegetation 
(Gratekowski 1956, Geiger 1965, Raynor 1971, Williams-Linera 1990, Saunders et al. 
1991, Chen et al. 1992, 1995, Laurance et al. 1997, Renhom et al. 1997), and birds have 
been shown to be susceptible to increased predation and nest parasitism (reviewed in 
Andren and Angelstam 1988, Paton 1994). MiUs (1995) and TaUmon et al. (in press) 
have shown that the California red-backed vole {Clethrionomys californicus), a cogener 
of the southem red-backed vole, exhibits a negative response to clearcuts and forest edges 
in some years. California red-backed voles are extremely rare in 10 to 30 year old
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clearcuts, and in some years the relative density of voles in forest fragments increases 
with increasing distance from the forest/clearcut boundary.
It is unclear whether the southem red-backed vole exhibits a similar response to 
forest/clearcut edges. The southem red-backed vole is more of a generalist in terms of its 
diet (Gunther et al. 1983) and is believed to be less tied to mature forests than the 
California red-backed vole (Maser et al. 1978a, Carey and Johnson 1995), yet trapping 
results remain ambiguous. Sekgororoane and Dilworth (1995) found no evidence of edge 
effects at recent clearcut boundaries, but observed a slight positive edge effect on older 
clearcut edges. In this study the adjacent forest interior was not sampled, therefore an 
edge abundance to interior abundance comparison was not possible. Walters (1991) 
found that the number of voles captured near the forest/clearcut edge was less than in the 
forest interior, but sample size was small and there was no replication.
In contrast, Hayward et al. (1999) found that the number of southem red-backed 
vole captures at forest/clearcut edges exceeded the number of captures not only in the 
clearcut interior, but also in the forest interior, thereby suggesting a positive edge effect. 
Unlike many other red-backed vole fragmentation studies, this one was conducted in a 
relatively undisturbed landscape consisting of a matrix of forest perforated with clearcuts. 
Hayward et al. propose this difference in landscape context as a potential explanation for 
the positive edge effect and relatively high number of captures in the clearcut interior.
In addition to yielding conflicting results concerning the suitability of forest edges 
for southem red-backed voles, none of the aforementioned studies used a demographic 
estimator of abundance or its precision. Therefore, to infer impacts we are forced to rely 
upon the number of captures as an index, and are left without an estimate of sampling
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variance. Such an index does not account for potential variation in detection probability 
over time or among habitats (Nichols and Pollock 1983); without an estimate of detection 
probability one cannot be certain that the observed differences in abundance are not at 
least partially due to differences in capture probability among forests, forest edges, and 
clearcuts.
Herein we examine pattems of southem red-backed vole abundance, apparent 
survival, and detection probability in mature forests, forest edges, and clearcuts on the 
west side of Washington’s Olympic Peninsula. Capture-mark-recapture techniques were 
employed, facilitating an estimate of abundance and its precision in each of the three 
habitat types. In addition we use Cormack-JoUy-Seber models and information theoretic 
approaches to estimate capture probabilities and survival, the demographic parameter that 
has been shown to have the greatest effect on red-backed vole population growth rates 
(see Appendix). Information theoretic techniques enable us to test biological hypotheses 
concerning survival rates and capture probability in forests, forest edges, and clearcuts.
By examining pattems in both abundance and survival among habitat types we are able to 
determine if differences in survival rate are driving the expected differences in 
abundance, or altematively if different habitats simply differ in carrying capacity.
METHODS 
Study Sites
All trapping sites are on the west side of the Olympic Peninsula, southeast of 
Forks, WA. Trapping grids were established at sites where a large, 5 to 10 year old, 
unbumed, unscarified clearcut was adjacent to an unharvested mature forest stand. In
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1997 two such areas (the Willoughby and Queets sites) were trapped, but southem red- 
backed voles were only captured at the Willoughby site. In 1998 an additional two sites 
(the Hoh and Tacoma sites) were added to the two from the previous year, and red- 
backed voles were captured at all four sites. The Willoughby and Hoh sites are higher in 
elevation, and are in the Silver fir/Oxalis association of the Silver fir series, while the 
lower elevation Queets and Tacoma sites are in the Western Hemlock/Alaska 
Huckleberry-Salal Association of the Western Hemlock series (Henderson et al. 1989). 
Clearcuts at all sites were devoid of large trees (proportion of trees less than 2 m in height 
= 0.756, mean diameter at breast height (dbh) of vegetation greater than 2m in height = 
3.53 cm), relative to the forest edge (mean dbh = 8.86 cm) and forest interior (mean dbh 
= 27.09 cm).
The forested area trapped at each site was either part of Olympic National Park or 
Washington state land that was unharvested and contiguous with Olympic National Park. 
Often the forest edge corresponded to the boundary between Olympic National Park and 
adjacent harvested state land. Therefore the forested portion of each site was part of a 
large contiguous piece of mature forest, not a small isolated forest fragment. Much of the 
forest surrounding the Park has been harvested, therefore the clearcut at each site was 
often near other large clearcuts.
Trapping Grid Design
The trapping grid at each site consisted of nine trap lines running parallel to each 
other and parallel to the forest/clearcut boundary (Fig. 1). Three trap lines were in the 
forest interior, the first line located 150 m from the forest/clearcut edge and each of the
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other two lines 15m further into the forest. Three trap lines were at the forest edge, the 
first line at the forest/clearcut boundary and each consecutive line 15m further into the 
forest. Three trap lines were in the clearcut, the fiirst line 150 m fi’om the forest edge and 
each of the other two lines 15m further away firom the forest edge. Forest interior traps 
and clearcut traps were located 150 m away firom the forest/clearcut boundary to help 
insure that interior and clearcut traps were outside the range of influence of the edge 
(Chen et al. 1992), thereby maximizing the contrast among habitats. All trap lines in the 
clearcut were at least 150 m in all directions fi’om the nearest patch of mature forest.
Each trap line consisted of 16 small Sherman live traps placed 15 m apart, for a 
total of 48 traps in each habitat type. In 1997, due to logistical constraints, the trap lines 
in the clearcut consisted only of 12 traps each, for a total of 36 traps in that habitat. In 
1998 the number of traps in the clearcut was increased to 48, thereby equalizing effort 
among forest interior, forest edge, and clearcut habitats.
Trapping Protocol
The trapping schedule followed Pollock’s robust design (Pollock 1982, Pollock et 
al. 1990), consisting of multiple primary sampling periods, each composed of consecutive 
secondary sampling sessions (consecutive nights of trapping). In 1997 the Willoughby 
site was trapped for four primary periods, fourteen days apart, with each primary period 
consisting of seven consecutive nights of trapping.
In 1998, in order to increase the number of primary periods, and because in 1997 
the estimates of capture probability were high, the number of secondary sampling 
sessions composing each primary period was reduced by one day, fi’om seven nights in
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1997 to six nights in 1998. This enabled us to increase the number of primary periods 
from four in 1997 to five in 1998. The greater the number of primary periods, the greater 
the number of intervals over which survival rates can be estimated. In 1998 pairs of sites 
(Willoughby and Hoh, and Queets and Tacoma) were trapped concurrently, and the 
interval between primary periods was decreased from 14 days to 13 days.
In both 1997 and 1998 sampling occurred during the summer, from early June 
through August. Traps were baited with a small handful of a 50% striped sunflower/50% 
oat groats mixture and with an approximately 1 cm  ̂piece of apple. All southem red- 
backed voles captured were sexed, identified as a juvenile or adult, evaluated as to 
reproductive status, weighed, individually marked, and released at the capture site. For 
each individual the trap location and habitat type (forest interior, forest edge, or clearcut) 
of all captures was recorded. Individuals were marked by clipping a unique combination 
of toes. Toe clipping has no consistent impacts on survival (Pavone and Boonstra 1985), 
rates of body mass change, length of residence time in trapping grids, or long-term 
recapture rates relative to other marking techniques (Wood and Slade 1990). Therefore 
we do not believe the use of toe clipping as a marking technique biased the survival 
estimates. All animals in all habitats were marked using the same methods, so that even 
if there were effects of marking individuals the comparison of demographic parameters 
among habitats, sexes, sites, and over time would not be affected.
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Data Analysis 
Abundance
Chapman’s modification of the Lincoln-Peterson estimator (Chapman 1951) was 
used to determine red-backed vole abundance in the forest interior, forest edge, and 
clearcut at each site for each primary period. Although we would have preferred to use 
an information theoretic approach to estimate abundance, such as the robust design or 
closed captures routines in program MARK (White and Burnham 1999), not enough 
individuals were captured to make this possible. The Lincoln-Peterson estimator assumes 
the population is closed to additions (birth and immigration) and deletions (death and 
emigration). Vole movement between habitat types within a primary period was only 
detected on five occasions. In these situations the animal was assigned to the habitat 
where the majority of the captures occurred during that primary period. The relative 
rarity of detected movements among habitat types suggests that violation of the closure 
assumption due to movement was insignificant.
In addition to population closure, the Lincoln-Peterson estimator assumes a 
constant and equal capture probability over time for all individuals in the population 
(Pollock et al. 1990). Although the estimators in program CAPTURE allow for a 
relaxation of this assumption, the model selection procedure associated with this program 
has low power to select the appropriate model when population size, capture probability, 
or the number of sampling sessions are small (Otis et al. 1978, White et al. 1982, 
Menkens and Anderson 1988). In such instances, Menkens and Anderson (1988) found 
that the Lincoln-Peterson estimator outperformed those associated with program 
CAPTURE.
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The Chapman (1951) modification of the Lincoln-Petersen estimator is
= (nl + lVn2 + 11 - 1
(m2 + 1)
, with an approximately unbiased estimate of its variance given by
Var = (nl + l¥n2 + l)(nl -  m2Vn2 -  m21
(m2 + 1)̂  (m2 + 2)
(Seber 1982). is the estimated population size, nl is the number of individuals 
captured, marked, and released during the marking phase, n2 is the number of individuals 
captured during the subsequent recapture phase, and m2 is the number of animals 
released during the marking phase that are recaptured during the recapture phase. In 
1997 because each primary period was composed of seven nights of trapping, the 
marking phase was four nights in length and the recapture phase was three. The marking 
phase was chosen to be longer in order to give the animals an extra opportunity to find 
traps during the beginning of a trapping session. In 1998 the primary periods were 
reduced to six days, with both the marking and recapture phase composed of three 
consecutive nights of trapping.
Survival and Capture Probability
We used Cormack-JoUy-Seber models to estimate apparent survival rates (0) 
between primary periods and capture probabilities (p) within primary periods (Seber 
1982). These are open population models, and therefore allow for births, deaths,
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emigration, and immigration. In order to identify the model most consistent with the 
data, and therefore obtain the most meaningful and unbiased parameter estimates, an 
information-theoretic approach was employed.
Information-theoretic techniques provide a quantitative ranking of the fit of 
different models to the data, as well as estimates of demographic parameters and their 
precision (Burnham and Anderson 1998). Using an information-theoretic approach, one 
first draws upon their knowledge of the system, previous studies, and biological intuition 
to determine biologically realistic sources of variation in the parameters of interest, and 
thereby create a candidate model set. To avoid spurious conclusions, the candidate 
models should be developed prior to data analysis, ideally prior to data acquisition 
(Burnham and Anderson 1998). Following data acquisition, goodness of fit tests are used 
to help ensure that the most parameterized model contains the major sources of variation 
in the data. After determining adequate fit, the candidate models most consistent with the 
data are identified using an information criterion, such as Akaike’s Information Criterion 
(AIC) (Lebreton et al. 1992, Burnham and Anderson 1998). The objective of model 
selection is to identify a biologically meaningful model that explains the significant 
variation in the data, but excludes unnecessary parameters. The model selection 
procedure accomplishes two important tasks. First, by determining which of the 
candidate models are most consistent with the data, the selection process can test 
biological hypotheses. Second, because only the sources of variation justified by the data 
are included in the best approximating model, the most meaningful and unbiased 
parameter estimates are obtained (Lebreton et al. 1992).
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Following an information-theoretic approach, we first developed our candidate 
model suite (Table 1). We anticipated two likely sources of variation in apparent survival 
and capture probability, habitat type Qi) and time (r). The results of other studies suggest 
that red-backed voles respond differently to forests, clearcuts, and potentially 
forest/clearcut edges, therefore motivating inclusion of different parameterizations of 
habitat effects in the candidate model set. Time was included as a source of variation 
because we expected abundance to increase over the course of the field season and 
predicted that this, along with other temporally variable factors, may influence survival 
and capture probability. In 1997 red-backed voles were only captured at one site, and in 
1998 individuals were combined among sites due to low numbers of individuals at some 
sites, therefore we were unable to test for trapping site effects on survival or capture 
probability. Due to relatively low abundances, we also did not test models that had sex as 
a source of variation in survival or capture probability.
Before determining which of the candidate models best approximate the data,
GOP tests were conducted on the most parameterized model (the global model) to ensure 
that the assumptions underlying the model are consistent with the data, and that no major 
sources of variation were excluded (Lebreton et al. 1992). Our most parameterized 
model allows survival and capture probability to vary among habitats and primary 
periods, but assumes that all marked individuals within a habitat type have the same 
probabilities of survival and capture. The fit of this model was assessed using bootstrap 
simulations in program MARK (White and Burnham 1999). Using our actual data set, 
parameter and variance estimates were obtained using the global model. Then, using a 
bootstrap approach, these parameter estimates were used to generate 1000 capture history
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data sets. The global model was then applied to each of these simulated data sets, and a 
distribution of the model deviances was created. The variance inflation factor, C^:
= deviance from the general model/mean deviance from bootstrap simulations
compares the true global model deviance to the mean of the distribution of the 
bootstrapped deviances, and can be used to test for lack of fit.
For both the 1997 and 1998 data, values were small (1997: 2.5, 1998: 1.3), 
suggesting only slight overdispersion and minimal violations of the global model 
assumptions (Burnham and Anderson 1998). While model parameter estimates are often 
unbiased when slight overdispersion exists, variance estimates tend to be biased low.
The variance inflation factor (C^) enables us not only to assess fit of the global model, 
but also to compensate for slight overdispersion in the data by multiplying by the 
model based variance estimates (Burnham and Anderson 1998).
After determining adequate fit of the global model, the best approximating models 
for the 1997 and 1998 data were identified using the recaptures only routine in program 
MARK (White and Burnham 1999). Reduced parameterizations of capture probability 
were first modeled, followed by reduced parameterizations of apparent survival with 
capture probability in the state most justified by the data (constant capture probability 
across time and space). The best approximating models in the candidate set are those 
with the lowest QAICc values, and therefore the highest QAICc weights. The QAICc 
information criterion is a modification of Akaike’s information criterion that is corrected
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for overdispersion using the values, and also corrected for small sample size (Hurvich 
and Tsai 1989).
RESULTS
Abundance
Surprisingly, in both 1997 and 1998 southern red-backed vole abundance was 
greatest at the forest edge, and often by a substantial amount (Figs. 2-6). Over both years 
and at all sites there was only two instances when voles were captured and estimated 
abundance was not greatest at the forest edge. In many instances estimated vole 
abundance was over twice as high at the forest edge than in the forest interior or clearcut.
While southern red-backed voles clearly exhibited a positive numerical response 
to forest edges, patterns in forest interior and clearcut abundance are less clear. Over all 
four primary periods in 1997, over 1000 trap nights, no red-backed voles were captured 
in the clearcut at the Willoughby site, even though they were abundant in the forest edge 
150m away, and present in the forest interior. In 1998 red-backed voles were captured in 
the clearcut at the Willoughby site during two primary periods, and abundance estimates 
for those primary periods were very similar to those in the forest interior. Over all sites 
in 1998, clearcut abundance estimates exceeded forest interior estimates nearly as often 
as interior estimates exceeded clearcut, and the margin separating the estimates was often 
only a few individuals.
Survival and Capture Probability
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In both 1997 and 1998 there were no detectable differences in apparent survival 
or capture probability among habitats or over time (Tables 2 and 3). For both years the 
best approximating model was 0 , p\ constant survival among habitats and among 
primary periods.
Based on the QAICc weights for the 1997 data, model 0 , p  had over three times 
as much support as the next best model, one where survival differed among the forest 
interior and forest edge (Table 2). The modeling results strongly suggest that there were 
no large differences between survival rates in the forest interior and forest edge at the 
Willoughby site in 1997. Capture probability was constant among habitats and primary 
periods in both of the best approximating models. Because no red-backed voles were 
captured in the clearcut in 1997, survival rates and capture probabilities there were 
unestimateable.
With the 1998 data (Table 3) QAICc weights indicate that model 0 p  (constant 
survival among habitats and among primary periods) had over twice as much support as 
the next best approximating model (0(hi=e,c),p)  ̂where survival in the forest interior and 
edge are equal and different than survival in the clearcut. This model had only slightly 
more support than the similar model where survival was constrained to be equal in the 
forest edge and clearcut, but different than in the forest interior, 0(7?, g These 
modeling results suggest that when apparent survival is modeled as being habitat 
dependent forest edge survival is intermediate between forest interior and clearcut rates. 
Yet the survival differences among habitats are so small that the best approximating 
model is one where all the data is pooled to estimate a single survival rate for all habitats.
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As in 1997, in 1998 capture probability was constant among habitats and over time in all 
o f the best approximating models.
Using the best approximating models, apparent survival rate estimates for the 
interval between primary periods in 1997 (0.690) and 1998 (0.679) are very similar 
(Table 4). Capture probability estimates were very high in 1997 (1.0) and 1998 (0.905), 
suggesting that nearly all red-backed voles present on the trapping grids were captured at 
least once during each primary period.
DISCUSSION
On the west side of Washington’s Olympic Peninsula, we found that southern red- 
backed voles exhibit a strong positive numerical response to forest/clearcut edges. In 
addition, although vole abundance in clearcuts was reduced relative to forest edges, it 
was not radically different than forest interior abundance estimates in 1998, the year for 
which we have the greatest amount of data. In both 1997 and 1998 there were no 
detectable differences in capture probability among habitats, thus the differences in 
abundance observed among habitats cannot be attributed to differences in the probability 
of detection.
Consistent with our results, Hayward et al. (1999) had the greatest number of 
southern red-backed vole captures at forest/patchcut edges, and a high number of 
captures in the patchcut interior suggesting voles were not strongly avoiding these 
harvested areas. In addition, Sekgororoane and Dilworth (1995) found that the number of 
southern red-backed voles trapped at old (6-10) year old forest/clearcut edges suggested a 
positive edge effect. While the number of captures was used as an index of abundance in
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these studies, it may not accurately reflect the number of animals using the different 
habitats. By using mark/recapture approaches and estimators of abundance, its variance, 
and capture probability, we were able to show that there truly are differences in the 
number of animals among the different habitat types.
Both the strong positive edge effect and the relatively high clearcut abundance we 
and Hayward et al. (1999) observed are surprising when viewed in light of most other 
studies of this species and of a co-gener, the California red-backed vole. Previous 
research has shown that southern red-backed vole abundance tends to be reduced in 
clearcuts relative to unharvested stands (Ramirez and Homocker 1981, Martell 1983 a,b, 
Scrivner and Smith 1984, Sekgororoane and Dilworth 1995, Sullivan et al. 1999). While 
the response of the southern red-backed vole to forest edges has not been rigorously 
examined, the oft observed negative response to clearcuts and the little research that has 
been conducted suggests a negative numerical response to forest edges as well (Walters 
1991). For the California red-backed vole captures in clearcuts are rare (Mills 1995, 
1996, Tallmon et al. in review), and in forest remnants vole abundance increases with 
increasing distance from the forest/clearcut edge in some years (Mills 1995) but not in 
others (Tallmon et al. in review).
One potential explanation for the lack of congruence between the results of most 
other studies compared to our results and those of Hayward et al. (1999) is differences in 
the landscape characteristics of the study area. Hayward et al. note that in their study the 
landscape was relatively unmodified, consisting of a matrix of mature forest only 
perforated with small clearcut patches. Comparably, while timber harvesting has been 
extensive on the Olympic Peninsula, all of the clearcuts we trapped were within 150m of
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a large contiguous forest, the Olympic National Park. As Hayward et al. posit, the large 
proportion of unmodified forest in the study area may ameliorate some of the negative 
effects of clearcuts for southern red-backed voles. While not always reported, many 
other studies of red-backed voles were done in a heavily fragmented landscape consisting 
of small patches of forest in a matrix of clearcuts (for instance, see Mills 1995, 1996).
The differences in the landscape pattern and texture may at least partially account for 
observed differences in southern red-backed vole population dynamics.
Another potential explanation for our somewhat surprising results is differential 
response to harvesting in different forest types. Southern red-backed voles are a widely 
distributed microtine occupying many different forested biomes, from boreal forests of 
northern North America to hardwood forests of the east to the temperate rain forests of 
the Pacific Northwest (Kirkland 1990, Walters 1991, Carey and Johnson 1995). Many 
studies observing low southern red-backed vole abundance in clearcuts were conducted 
in boreal forests (Martell 1983a,b, Sullivan et al. 1999) and eastern forests (Sekgororoane 
and Dilworth 1995). Perhaps southern red-backed voles respond differently to harvesting 
of these forests than to harvesting of temperate rainforests, as in our study, or harvesting 
of subalpine forests, as in Hayward et al. (1999). This explanation alone is unsatisfactory 
because some studies have shown low southern red-backed vole abundance in temperate 
rain forest clearcuts (Walters 1991) and subalpine forest clearcuts (Ramirez and 
Homocker 1981, Scrivner and Smith 1984). Yet acting in conjunction with other factors, 
such as the landscape context and the post harvest treatment regime, differential response 
in different forest types may play a role.
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Besides just the species composition of the forest, the post-harvest treatment 
regime employed certainly influences the suitability of the site for red-backed voles.
Voles are often rare in burned and scarified clearcuts (Martell 1983a,b, Walters 1991, 
Sullivan et al. 1999). In our study the clearcuts were not burned nor were they scarified. 
While southern red-backed voles are often present in unbumed and unscarified clearcuts 
in the first few years immediately following harvesting (Gunther et al. 1983), abundance 
tends to decrease on older clearcuts (Scrivner and Smith 1984, Sekgororoane and 
Dilworth 1995, Martell 1983b). Given that the clearcuts in our study were harvested 
nearly ten years prior to sampling, we expected vole abundance to be low. The fact that 
estimated southern red-backed vole abundance in the clearcut often approximates 
estimated forest interior abundance suggests that voles were using the clearcuts we 
trapped. Given the potential role of red-backed voles in mycorrhizal spore dispersal, and 
the necessity of mycorrhizal associations for tree growth, the observed abundance of 
southern red-backed voles in forest edges and clearcuts may facilitate forest regeneration.
While we and Hayward et al. (1999) observed a positive edge effect and relatively 
high clearcut abundance for the southern red-backed vole. Mills (1995) and Tallmon et 
al. (in review) have observed low clearcut abundance and a negative edge effect in some 
years for the closely related California red-backed vole. Although different landscape 
characteristics may contribute to the observed differences in response to fi*agmentation, 
we attribute the majority of the differential response to interspecific differences. While 
the California red-backed vole is largely mycophagous, feeding nearly exclusively on the 
hypogeous sporocarps of mycorrhizal fungi, the southern red-backed vole is more of a 
generalist in terms of its diet (Maser et al. 1978a, Gunther et al. 1983). Hence while the
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California red-backed vole may respond negatively to clearcuts where at least initially 
mycorrhizal sporocarps are less abundant (Maser et al. 1978, Amaranthus et al. 1994, 
Clarkson and Mills 1994), clearcuts may be suitable for the more generalist southern red- 
backed vole (Carey and Johnson 1995).
Given that abundance alone can be a misleading indicator of habitat quality (Van 
Home 1983, Hagan 1996, Jules 1998) and that sensitivity analyses we conducted suggest 
that survival rates have the greatest influence on population growth rates for red-backed 
voles (see Appendix), we determined the effects of forest fragmentation on vole survival. 
The survival modeling results indicate that the observed differences in abundance among 
forest interior, forest edge, and clearcuts are not being driven by differences in survival 
rates. For both the 1997 and 1998 data the best approximating models were ones in 
which apparent survival was constrained to be equal among habitats. Thus differences in 
abundance among habitats more likely reflects differences in carrying capacity, not 
differences in survival. In other words, although the forest edge supports more voles, the 
individuals there do not have a greater probability of survival than voles in the forest 
interior or clearcut. The survival equitability among habitats suggests that source/sink 
dynamics are not operating in this system. While the forest edge supports more 
individuals, the similar survival rate of voles in the clearcut and forest interior indicates 
that these habitats are not acting as a “sink” for the southern red-backed vole populations 
studied.
Together, our abundance and survival results indicate that on the west side of 
Washington’s Olympic Peninsula the southern red-backed vole is not negatively 
impacted by forest fragmentation. Voles are not radically reduced in abundance in
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approximately 10 year-old clearcuts, and they exhibit a positive numerical response to 
forest edges. Not only did fragmentation not decrement vole abundance, it also did not 
compromise survival rates. Our results suggest that in our study area the southern red- 
backed vole is not as sensitive to forest fragmentation as one may expect based on other 
studies conducted elsewhere.
The fact that our results differ from a number of other studies suggests landscape 
dependent responses, forest biome dependent responses, and/or species dependent 
responses within the genus Clethrionomys, Potentially the large contiguous patch of 
forest within Olympic National Park is acting to ameliorate some of the impacts of 
harvesting outside its borders, or perhaps southern red-backed voles in western temperate 
rainforests are not as sensitive to unbumed, unscarified clearcuts as they are to 
comparable clearcuts elsewhere. Our results certainly preach caution when making 
generalizations concerning the universality of the response of a species to habitat 
modification.
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Table 1. Cormack-Jolly-Seber candidate model set for the 1997 and 1998 data.
Model Biological Hypothesis
Notation________________________________________________________________
Pht Survival rates and capture probability vary among habitats and primary
periods.
^ht, Ph Survival rates vary among habitats and primary periods. Capture probability
varies among habitats, but is constant across primary periods.
0hb p t  Survival rates vary among habitats and primary periods. Capture probability
varies among primary periods, but is constant across habitats.
0ht, p  Survival rates vary among habitats and primary periods. Capture probability
is constant among habitats and primary periods.
0t, p  Survival rates vary among primary periods. Capture probability is constant
among habitats and primary periods.
0h, p  Survival rates vary among habitats. Capture probability is constant among
habitats and primary periods.
0h(i=e,c)> P Survival rates vary among habitats such that survival in the forest interior
and forest edge are equal and different than survival in the clearcut. Capture 
probability is constant among habitats and primary periods.
^h(i,e=c)> P  Survival rates vary among habitats such that survival in the forest edge and
clearcut are equal and different that survival in the forest interior. Capture 
probability is constant among habitats and primary periods.
0, p  Survival rate and capture probability are constant among habitats and
__________ primary periods.________________________________________________
Note: 0  = survival rate; p  = capture probability; h = habitat; t = time; i = interior; e =
edge; c = clearcut.
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Table 2. The best approximating models for the 1997 Cormack-Jolly-Seber analysis.
Model AQAICc QAICc
weight
Inference
<A p 0.00 0.717 Survival rate and capture probability are constant 
between the forest interior and edge among all primary 
periods.
2.50 0.206 Survival rates vary between the forest interior and edge. 
Capture probability is constant between habitats and 
among primary periods.
Note: All models within four AQAICc values of the best approximating model are 
shown.
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Table 3. The best approximating models for the 1998 Cormack-Jolly-Seber analysis.
Model AQAICc QAICc Inference
____________________ weight______________________________________________
0 , p  0.00 0.469 Survival rate and capture probability are constant
among habitats and primary periods.
ĥ(i=e,ch P 1.57 0.214 Survival rates vary among habitats such that survival
in the forest interior and edge are equal and different 
than survival in the clearcut. Capture probability is 
constant among habitats and primary periods.
^h(i,e=c), P  2.01 0.172 Survival rates vary among habitats such that survival
in the forest edge and clearcut are equal and different 
than survival in the forest interior. Capture probability 
is constant among habitats and primary periods.
0h,p  3.66 0.075 Survival rates vary among the forest interior, forest
edge, and clearcut. Capture probability is constant 
among habitats and primary periods.
0 t,p  3.83 0.069 Survival rates vary among primary periods. Capture
probability is constant among habitats and primary
_____________________________periods._____________________________________
Note: All models within four AQAICc values of the best approximating model are 
shown.
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Table 4. The estimates of 1997 and 1998 survival rates and capture probabilities.
Year Survival Survival standard error Capture Probabilty
Capture Probabilty 
standard error
1997 0.690 0.136 1.000 0
1998 0.679 0.049 0.905 0.050
Note: The best approximating model both years is one with survival and capture 
probability constant both over time and among habitat types. The survival rate is for the 
14 days between primary periods in 1997, and for the 13 days between primary periods in 
1998. The probability of capture was for 7 day primary periods in 1997, 6 day in 1998.
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CLEARCUT
FOREST/CLEARCUT EDGE
FOREST INTERIOR
150 m
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240 m
FIG. 1. Schematic of the trapping grid design. Each dot represents the location 
of one Sherman live trap. There is 15m spacing between traps within a trap line, 
and also 15m spacing between trap lines. Trap lines run parallel to the 
forest/clearcut edge and to each other.
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FiG. 2. Southern red-backed vole abundance estimates in the forest interior, 
edge, and clearcut at the Willoughby site in 1997. In 1997 there were 12 fewer 
traps in the clearcut than in 1998. Error bars represent one standard error. 
Variance, and therefore standard error, equals zero when all individuals 
captured during the marking phase are recaptured during the recapture phase, 
or when all individuals captured during the recapture phase are marked 
individuals.
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Edge
Clearcut
Fig. 3. Southern red-backed vole abundance estimates in the forest interior, 
edge, and clearcut at the Willoughby site in 1998. Error bars represent one 
standard error. Variance, and therefore standard error, equals zero when all 
individuals captured during the marking phase are recaptured during the 
recapture phase, or when all individuals captured during the recapture phase are 
marked individuals.
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Fig. 4. Southern red-backed vole abundance estimates in the forest interior, 
edge, and clearcut at the Hoh site in 1998. Error bars represent one standard 
error. Variance, and therefore standard error, equals zero when all individuals 
captured during the marking phase are recaptured during the recapture phase, or 
when all individuals captured during the recapture phase are marked individuals.
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Edge
Clearcut
Fig. 5. Southern red-backed vole abundance estimates in the forest interior, 
edge, and clearcut at the Queets site in 1998. Error bars represent one standard 
error. Variance, and therefore standard error, equals zero when all individuals 
captured during the marking phase are recaptured during the recapture phase, or 
when all individuals captured during the recapture phase are marked individuals.
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Fig. 6. Southern red-backed vole abundance estimates in the forest interior, 
edge, and clearcut at the Tacoma site in 1998. Error bars represent one standard 
error. Variance, and therefore standard error, equals zero when all individuals 
captured during the marking phase are recaptured during the recapture phase, or 
when all individuals captured during the recapture phase are marked individuals.
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Appendix: A Sensitivity Analysis for Red-Backed Voles
To accurately and efficiently monitor a particular species or population, it is 
important to understand which life history traits have the greatest effects on population 
dynamics. It is these demographic components of great effect that are the most important 
indicators of the health of a population, and therefore where research and monitoring 
efforts should be focused. In our effort to determine the effects of forest fragmentation 
on red-backed voles, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine which vital rates 
have the greatest effect on population growth rate.
Our red-backed vole sensitivity analysis utilized Life-stage Simulation Analysis 
(LSA), the simulation-based approach described in detail in Wisdom et al. (2000).
Briefly, this approach relies upon 1000 replicate matrices, each with all vital rates 
randomly chosen from a uniform probability distribution bound by prespecified extremes 
for each vital rate. Each vital rate in a particular matrix is randomly chosen from its vital- 
rate specific, uniform sampling distribution. A uniform sampling distribution is used 
because it will generate the greatest variety of matrices, and thus allows the calculation of 
sensitivities and elasticities across a broad, biologically realistic range of variation. This 
simulation approach may best represent the real world because it allows vital rates to vary 
simultaneously, within realistic vital rate specific bounds (Wisdom and Mills 1997, Mills 
et al. 1999, Wisdom et al. 2000).
Life history and demographic information was gathered from the literature and 
used to develop a red-backed vole population matrix. Because of a dearth of information 
available for Clethrionomys gapperi, life history information was also gathered from 
three cogeners, C. californicus, C. glareolus and C  rufocanus. We chose not to
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incorporate seasonal variation into this matrix model, primarily because of the lack of 
year-round estimates of vital rates.
A 3 X 3 stage-based matrix was developed to model female red-backed vole 
dynamics (Table 1 A). The three life-history stages described by the matrix are 
preweaning, subadult, and adult. In the matrix, the boundary between the preweaning 
and subadult stages is based on when animals become trappable. Gustafsson et al. (1983) 
reported weaning at 18 days in C. glareolus. Studies of C. rufocanus reported individuals 
becoming trappable at 20 days (Saitoh 1983) and 24 days (Ims 1989). The mean of these 
three estimates is approximately 21 days, and that was used as the projection interval for 
the matrix.
In the matrix (Table 1 A) the subdiagonal represents transition probabilities for 
survival and progression to the next stage. The top row is stage-specific fecundities 
(Caswell 1989). This is a post-birth pulse matrix, so the fecundity terms include the 
probability that an individual survives through the previous time step to have the 
opportunity to reproduce in this time step (Burgman et al. 1993). Voles survive the 
preweaning stage and progress on to the subadult stage with probability Go. Individuals 
are not allowed to remain in the preweaning stage for greater than one time interval; they 
must either become subadults or die. Based on the estimate of time to weaning obtained 
from the literature, no voles should remain subadults for greater than one time step. 
Subadults survive and grow to become adults with the probability Gi. As in the 
preweaning stage, subadults are not allowed to remain subadults for greater than one time 
interval. The subadult fecundity term Fi is a composite element consisting of the product 
of subadult survival Gi, the proportion of subadults that reproduce, and the number of
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female offspring per subadult litter. Adults have a 21-day survival probability equal to 
p2. Adult fecundity, like subadult fecundity, is a composite element consisting of the 
product of adult survival P2, the proportion of adult females that reproduce, and the 
number of female offspring per adult litter.
Red-backed vole demographic information was gathered and used to estimate the 
ranges of vital rates. The ranges were determined by the lowest and highest sample 
means reported (Table 2). The proportion of animals that reproduce was scaled to 
correspond to the 21-day projection interval of the matrix. We assumed that there was a 
1:1 sex ratio, so the number of female offspring per litter was determined by dividing the 
total litter size by 2.
With the projection matrix and the ranges of vital rates, the LSA simulation 
approach described in Wisdom et al. (2000) was used to determine demographic 
component elasticities. Elastic 8, written by L. S. Mills, was used to generate 1,000 
replicate matrices, each with all vital rates randomly chosen from a uniform probability 
distribution bound by the prespecified ranges for each vital rate. This program calculates 
the elasticity of each matrix element and each demographic component composing 
composite matrix elements. Herein we will only address the sensitivities and elasticities 
of vital rates, not composite matrix elements. Vital rate, or component sensitivities and 
elasticities, are better estimators of the effect of a vital rate on population growth because 
they account for all locations of a vital rate in the projection matrix (Noon and Sauer 
1992).
Elastic 8 uses the power method (Burgman et al. 1993) to calculate the dominant 
eigenvalue (X), the stable age distribution vector (w), and the reproductive value vector
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(v) for each projection matrix. The sensitivity (Sij) and elasticity {Ey) of a matrix element 
(aij) in a projection matrix are:
Sjj = (v, wj )/ <vw> and Ey -  {ay/X) * (v, wj )/ <vw>
<vw> is the scalar product of the stable age and reproductive value vectors. To determine 
the sensitivity or elasticity of a vital rate found in greater than one element, chain rule 
differentiation must be conducted for each element that contains the vital rate (Caswell 
1989).
The mean sensitivity and elasticity of each vital rate across the 1000 replicate 
matrices was calculated for each vital rate. Vital rates were ranked for each matrix to 
determine how the importance of different vital rates to population growth may change 
when vital rates vary within biologically realistic ranges. In addition, we regressed X on 
each vital rate to assess the relationship between X and changing values of vital rates 
(Wisdom et al. 2000). For each regression we determined the coefficient of 
determination, r .̂ The coefficient of determination measures how X is affected by 
varying a vital rate within biologically realistic ranges, while other vital rates are allowed 
to vary as well. It accounts for both the slope of the regression of X on a vital rate and the 
variation in this relationship (Wisdom and Mills 1997).
There is clear evidence that for red-backed voles in the Pacific Northwest, 
survival has the greatest effect on population growth. Adult survival had the highest 
mean sensitivity and mean elasticity, while juvenile survival had the second highest 
sensitivity and elasticity (Figs. 1 and 2). Adult survival had the greatest sensitivity in 999
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of the 1000 projection matrix simulations, and the greatest elasticity in 998. Together, 
variation in adult and juvenile survival explained over 70% of the variation in population 
growth rate (adult survival r̂  = 0.413, juvenile survival r̂  = 0.292; 0.413 + 0.292 =
0.705) (Figs. 3 and 4). Changes in other vital rates associated with forest fragmentation 
and forest edges would have to greatly exceed the reported ranges of variation in order to 
overcome the importance of survival in determining the fate of red-backed vole 
populations.
Thus when all vital rates are allowed to vary within biologically realistic ranges, 
sensitivities, elasticities, and the regression approach all concur that survival is the most 
important vital rate in determining population growth rate. These results suggest that 
land use practices that affect survival are likely to have the greatest consequences on the 
viability of vole populations. Therefore, in order to get meaningfiil information 
concerning the response of red-backed voles to forest fragmentation and forest edges, it is 
important to estimate survival rates.
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T a b l e  1. Schematic of the post-birth pulse projection matrix (A ) for red-backed voles. 
The elements of matrix are defined in Table 2. The mean estimates of vital rates (Table 
2) yield a finite rate of increase (X) of 1.0360. The stable age distribution vector, w (B) 
and the proportional reproductive value vector, v (C) were also calculated using the 
mean estimates of vital rates.
A. 0
Gr 0
%
0
0 Gi ?2
With mean vital rates (Table 2)
B.
S.A.D.
0.3872
0.2434
0.3694
C.
R. V .=
0.2037
0.3240
0.4723
T i is a composite element which is the product of subadult survival, the proportion 
of subadult females that reproduce, and the number of female ofiFspring per subadult 
litter.
^ 2  is a composite element which is the product of adult survival, the proportion of 
adults females that reproduce, and the number of female offspring per adult litter.
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T ab le  2. Means and ranges of demographic components used to parameterize the 
projection matrix. All means and ranges are calculated for a 21 day interval, which 
corresponds to the matrix projection interval. Unless otherwise noted, estimates are for 
Clethrionomys californicus or C. gapperi. The matrix element column identifies where 
in the projection matrix the estimates of the demographic components are located.
Demographic
Component
Range of 
Estimates (source)
Mean of 
Estimates
Additional sources for 
Mean estimate
Matrix
Element
Preweaning
Survival
".498 (Saitoh 1983) 
to \805 (Hansson 
and Hettonen 1985)
'.651 ^Gustaffson et al. 1983 Go
Subadult
Survival
.250 (Martell 1983a) 
to .846 (Merritt and 
Merritt 1978)
.548 Fuller 1977 Giand Fi
Adult Survival .500 (Martell 1983a) 
to ".850 (Saitoh 
1983)
.675 Fuller 1977, Merritt 
and Merritt 1978
Si and Fi
Proportion of 
subadults that 
reproduce
.10 (Fuller 1985) to 
.40 (Fuller 1985)
.25 Martell 1983a F,
Proportion of 
adults that 
reproduce
.30 (Fuller 1985) to 
.60 (Fuller 1985)
.45 Gashwiler 1977, 
Martell 1983a
Fi
Number of 
female offspring 
per subadult 
female litter
1.5 (Gashwiler 
1977) to 3.195 
(FuUer 1985)
c%756 ^Gustafsson et al.
1983, *Tïansson and 
Henttonen 1985, Innés 
and Millar 1993, "Ims 
1989, Martell 1983a
Fi
Number of 
female offspring 
per adult female 
litter
1.5 (Gashwiler 
1977) to 3.195 
(Fuller 1985)
^2.756 "^Gustafsson et al.
1983, "Tiansson and 
Henttonen 1985, Innes 
and Millar 1993, "Ims 
1989, Martell 1983a
Fi
Estimate for Clethrionomys rufocanus.
'Estimate for C glareolus.
*̂ Mean based on estimates for C. rufocanus and/or C glareolus, in addition to estimates, 
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Fig. 1. Mean sensitivities (standard deviation) of stage-specific survival, number of 
female ofiFspring per litter, and proportion that reproduce, calculated fi*om 1,000 
replicates of the projection matrix.
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Fig. 3. Population growth rate (X.) regressed on preweaning survival (A), subadult 
survival (B), and adult survival (C). Relationships were determined from 1,000 replicates 
of the projection matrix.
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subadult female litter (A), the number of female ofiFspring per adult litter (B), the 
proportion of subadults that reproduce (C), and the proportion of adults that reproduce 
(D). Relationships were determined from 1,000 replicates of the projection matrix.
